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My own diecast book

Posted by Keesie - 03 Jul 2017 17:05
_____________________________________

Some of you might know I had two books made of my models. When I restore I always take pictures
from what's on my workbench.

There are several companies here, and no doubt in other countries as well, which are specialized in
making photo-books and such. With the shop I choose, you download a program, and you can place
pictures in it. You can then manipulate with them and when done, you go over to the next page. You can
store the whole thing, to come back to it later. I suppose there are people who choose a holiday or
wedding for this, I choose my models. I had a book made in 2010, and the next one was done in 2014.
So every now and then I added models to the book, untill I filled 48 pages, like the other two (you can
choose as many pages as you like).

Today I uploaded the information to the site for my third book. I am very excited, and hope to recieve it at
the end of the week. Here a picture of the previous two. I have them done on A4, hardcover. The price
including shipping comes to about an euro per page.

============================================================================

Re: My own diecast book

Posted by TheRollerman - 07 Jul 2017 18:47
_____________________________________

Very good, very readable and very professional.

Rollerman.
============================================================================
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Re: My own diecast book
Posted by Andy66 - 08 Jul 2017 11:20

_____________________________________

Great way to show your collection, they look very professional.
============================================================================

Re: My own diecast book
Posted by Nobleco - 08 Jul 2017 12:25

_____________________________________

Great stuff and nice to have for fairs an also on you coffee table. Permanent record for the future.
Thanks for showing us.
============================================================================
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